SDSN/Webinar feedback
Insight gathered to reflect on partner engagement with the SDSN over 2020 - and more
specifically the webinars that took place between April - December 2020.
Also feedback to understand how Active Sussex can support network members over the
coming year (2021).

Q1: Did you attend any of the following SDSN online events in 2020? Please tick all that apply

If you did not attend or listen to any of the recordings please
could you provide some insight as to why, i.e. content not
relevant, lack of time, furloughed etc
On Maternity
leave

Did not realise they were
going on.

Q2. Overall, how would you rate any you attended or subsequently listened to?

Q3. Was there anything specific you liked about any of the events you attended?
The online flexibility
Opportunity to bring partners together with a common purpose
Sharing of experiences and good practice.
It was a great opportunity for partners to connect, share the challenges they face and share positive solutions/good practice
It's really important to stay connected to other providers and offer each other support at this time!
It’s a subject we need to address more and it’s great to have a network where we can all share best practice/ learn from each other etc
The response to the ongoing challenge of covid and how this is impacting on those with disabilities in a different way. It gave partners the time and space to reflect on the challenges and draw on
each other's work and support. Keeping everybody connected throughout 2020 (regardless of their situation) was very important. Allowing the network to react to the the inclusive response to
COVID-19 in sport and activity from Activity Alliance was an excellent way to get the group thinking about how we can respond locally.
I am always keen to hear what other people are doing, but also it is now important that everyone works together in a post covid and brexit world as people have been not able to be as fit and active
as before
The networking opportunity in the breakout rooms
Good to hear what other organisations are dealing with and how and to share ideas.
Informal chat with no agendas are preferable for me.

Q4. Was there anything specific that you didn't like about any of the events you attended?

Ice breakers
It was a very well organised and informative event
I felt the event on the 3rd Dec could have done with more time as there was some excellent conversations happening
I only attended one - there wasn’t enough time and there needs to be a regular meeting about the topic of diversity and inclusivity

No. The event I attended was timely and without the restrictions on everyone professionally and personally it would've been great to
extend the conversation. However, the frequency of the events have given the opportunity for partners to meet at regular times and this
has been extremely important.
It's hard to be critical as with Zoom overload, technical issues etc... online events are not easy to run.

Q5: Please list any partners you have connected with as a result of the webinars and how you have worked with them?

Q6: Would you like SDSN online forums/webinars to continue during 2021?

Q7: Are there any specific topics you would like to see at future online events?
Joined up thinking and collaborate working
Response to Covid as activity returns
Engaging older adults with disabilities/long term conditions
More open forum conversations; more focus on tackling some of the rising health inequality issues; keep plugging away with the collaborative approach
Diversity and Inclusion
The opportunity to meet regularly to discuss the ever changing landscape regarding covid (and the subsequent restrictions) is going to be really important. But
also the chance to discuss what the longer term impact of disabled sport/physical activity might be is going to be important as we move through the year.
Covid will one day pass and will providers be ready to respond to the need? How can the network do more to support each other to do this?

Opportunities to collaborate / partnerships
Collaboration as I feel this is the way forwards as organisations feel the impact of Covid and associated cuts etc.
I would like to see if we can collaborate on some research to gather views from disabled participants/carers on the effectiveness of online delivery/sessions.

Q8: If you are from an education setting, in what ways can Active Sussex support your PE, sport and physical activity
provision? Please provide your contact details at the end of this survey if you would like direct support.
No response or N/A to this question

Q9: Do you or your organisation have any specific workforce/training needs that Active Sussex could potentially support
with? Please provide your contact details at the end of this survey if you would like direct support.
Sharing best practice
Yes! Diversity and inclusion training for coaches and also clubs - how to become a more diverse and inclusive club. Template job
role description for diversity and inclusion champs/ Template policies etc

Q10: Is there anything else you’d like to share or highlight, or specific support you wish to flag? Please provide your
contact details at the end of this survey if you would like direct support.

Sharing best practice & networking
Excellent series events that were timely, informative and brought partners together
I'm happy to offer workforce development advice and guidance to any partners looking for support.
I think it's been great having input from Activity Alliance to provide more of national perspective.
Could we have a group created on a social media platform - eg Facebook or linkedin - so members can contact
each other more easily and we can upload and share resources here; post questions; etc
Not at the moment
Sharing information on how we are trying to remodel our services.

28 January 2021: SDSN Online forum – discussion points to feedback
•

SDSN forums are key to facilitate ongoing discussions

•

Take a fluid and flexible approach to future forums/webinars to accommodate organic conversations (90mins ideal)

•

Perhaps have separate opportunities for ‘networking/sharing/connecting’ and ‘specific learning’

•

Undertake some research to with SDSN members to understand the experiences of online provision.

•

Communication between members;
- Promotion of the SDSN Facebook group – more admins to share activity
- Perhaps look at LinkedIn as a platform to create a more partner based space to share

•

SDSN Mentor scheme – develop 121 connections (similar to the previous coaching mentor programme). So much knowledge in the network that could be more formally harnessed.

Some potential talking points/future session topics;
•

New Sport England Strategy

•

Digital Exclusion/inclusion!
- Content – what does this look like/is the right content being created?

- How can it better reach the audience?
- Use of multiple platforms – what is best for who and what - Live/on demand!
•

21 Session campaign – building confidence to getting back to activity

•

Social Prescribing/Health referrals

•

Long covid effects (especially considering those who may have previously been active)

•

Engaging harder to reach groups – including people who don’t identify as living with a disability

